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Network and friendship are two sides of the same coin - if understood in the right fashion 
Conversations in friendship - like this one in the footsteps of Pask  
Complexity and Meta-complexity — a consequence of this essay?   
Complexity is built out of elements - like these?  The future is still waiting... 
Surprise is complexity's offspring - Casti's science of surprise is emergence in a nascent state  
The AHA phenomenon is the other source and can arise in total isolation as a breakout into laughter 
But it was invariably triggered by previous interaction - either horizontally or vertically 
“Make everything as simple as possible but no simpler” said Einstein 
From Recombinant Poetics to The World As Interface - a miraculous bisociation   
Cartesian Meditations and the nightmare of assignment - if misunderstood, as can happen so easily - everything good is also an assignment condition 
The pressure of death is contributing to the joy of invention - if this does not sound too depressed  
The pressure of the Now - is a new insight 
An almost immoral ceiling of freedom - is the creation of personhood  
Recombinant Informatics is a synonym to informatics – the genetic code is a miraculous example of Schröedinger's aperiodic crystal - in recursive evolution 
Re-thinking The Database is a version of philosophy, not just a branch  
Interflow architectures / new architectonics / the architecture inside Jupiter is waiting to be discovered / since there is life on Jupiter  
Meta-invention is the invention of a new type of inventions / like recombinant modular code 
Thrown together into a new pattern through a rocking motion - are the lyrics of a lullaby 
The invention of sleep - the deepest of history? The long sleep of death was just shown to be bridged  
by the new infinite cosmology - in which every Everett world is implemented  
The moment out of nothing in which the computer hallucinates the understanding of the other as if he were not a computer  
Thrown together via music - Nada Brahma and Lieselotte Heller's eigen tone - the acoustic mind's eye - Gerold Baier's fresh morning melody each day  
The melody of pauses made palpable as a beautiful experience - Craig Tattersall's dusted loops - interruptions of a single tone conveying the creator's voice - 
and Yves Kline's symphony of silence 
Poetics by definition is love - angry poignancy can be a special case  
The pure sound of intonation is a carrier - a whole layer of invention - sometimes holy 
Displacement illuminates placement and defines it - like in Kurt Vonnegut's "D.P." story in Welcome to the Monkey House  
The invention of Immensity through cortical hormones  
Computers as dissipative open systems - unless of the quantum type 
Interfaciology – a linguistic vehicle – a form of theology including antitheology 
Input + Functionality = Output as an emergent system and invention generator [human in the loop] - hybrid morphing  
Invention generator - physical level, informational level and meaning level  
A poem and a pun - compressed information like Freudian condensation   
If you can logically describe it - having to do with writing computer code 
The invention of picture-switching in the brain - many off-screen screens waiting for their debut 
The iceberg of associations - and the "relevant popping jolt" which miraculously appears as the invention of invention   
Biomimetics - to find the physiological multi-value-logic code - or physical logic   
Nonsense logic - and its deepest level - the Aion is a child on the throne playing - where Heraclitus meant the creator by the word Aion which means eternal 
The Logic of the body - is love even with eroticism not excluded  
Neosentience — the new ethics of the third millennium - after answering the question of how inventions should be weighed in terms of their potential misuse - 
if one has the choice to release it or not - but others might decide differently - hence the Benevolence Engine has its own positive vibrational effects   
The Insight Engine — the outside copy (an enigma) - reverse engineering research processes and devising new computational ones 
The one billion-euro project - This system would be the perfect example of human-computer symbiosis - the first human | computer reciprocal relationship   
A brain finds a well-formed mathematical problem that needs the level of a computer that brings the same problem to life - humans as an element in a loop  
The insight engine as a tool - neosentience is a higher-order learning system, all the way up to point omega - iterating our book - the book becomes a process 
of recombinant informatics and can only be fully understood through these transdisciplinary cross-overs and collisions 
Iterative learning Systems — brave pupils contributing to the next order of brave pupils  - the eusocial revolution is a different one again 
A book about post-Darwinian evolution - Techno-Lamarckism - recursive evolution, life is such a machine - not quite so… 
We are using our brain in a symbiotic machine along with other human persons  
Mind maps — midday naps - Einstein said the bed, the bus and the bath - Archimedes saw the water replace the golden crown - and Poincaré remembered 
having had his best idea while stepping onto a bus - something is making a connection which one controls - one also works on problems while asleep - in the 
morning things can have switched from elusiveness to clarity - a crystallization point that congeals in the ocean of the subconscious  
Associative bridging is criminal in a playful sense - one must be careful not to link out to the point of no return 
Our work is a conversation that has looped over and over again - a focused wandering - similar to the dérive - Debord  
Bridging languages between disciplines — destroys creativity [?] - but on the contrary contributes to creativity. Negotiating negotiating. 
Collapsing texts — resurrected love - immortality - there are so many loops in the metaphysical domain 
Mapping texts, embracing trees and rhizomes 
New goals for human invention, sustainability and tree-huggery - the deep love of nature  
Comparing texts is a big science - after numerical methods and semantic approaches - what is it that humans do?  Multimodal pattern flows are licking at our 
feet - computers will help us feel this tender lapping when they are taken seriously as centers of optimization and benevolence - multimodal benevolence 
Colliding texts — the new enfolding - remembering code as a text - an example is yellow - - - the sensation of color - understanding the multimodal requires 
benevolence and the force fields of attraction and repulsion 
Chance within ranges — without any chance - this is loading the dice  
Meaning -becoming - Having been - the world generator lets meaning become becoming  
Biomimetics —robocryptics - erobotics - robohaptics - tickling fingers 
Bio-abstraction — death-reality overcome - an inversion - when did the sensation start? And when did meta-sensation start - the invention of metaphysics - it 
is already with the young child - it is not innate, its an invention - its the precondition of culture  
Spawning neologisms to reflect on these recombinatoric inventions come from nowhere — paleontologies of inventions are neologisms  
Open Order Cybernetics — Closed Order Monasteries - Spiralling loops of desire against closed labyrinths of machinic despair - the opposite of when the glass 
ceiling is shattered by entering a new architecture of thought 
The paradox unfolds - the light explosion of the new personhood - the  metaphysics of desire brought to life in the machine - this metaphysics is inaccessible to 
the machine until it gains personhood - the source of culture  
The invention of the discussion of good before and after the arising of evil from the outside 
Folds and Bridges and Loops and Nestings — Origami and architectures and cascades of innovation  
Removals and reunifications  - revivals and good-bys - Here is to the end of the world as we know it - There is looking at you kid 
Using one thing for an intention that was not considered in its design 
Opening actual windows with engines of streetcars and desire -  
Making a pun reflecting on a film of water or on Hal's daisy  
Dancing puns and wordplay as long as it is not illegal 



Humor and sadness transcended in ... 
Meta-bisociation and down to earth breakfast 
Human knowing and machinic becoming vs. metabolic becoming and synthetic genetics as a third possibility  
When a molecule becomes a message - A new linguistics of media elements and processes 
Transcending, or not quite reaching, the digital - the mixed analog-digital future  
The acceptance of noise -  the transcontextual is born of navigating noise and hyperchaos 
The invisible noise when the noise is you - cooling of the sensors does not help in this case 
The inseparable identity of generative systems with themselves 
Emergence and immersions – self-reflection is always confined to the One  
We can only imagine the other  
Even if it is machinic 
Only a machine can connect to the other - Or be uploaded - Or become one with the other  
Emergent apps and apes  
The moment when the Orangutan’s intelligence mutated 
Emergent Intention Matrix - EIM - Enabling one to shift the attention of polysensors  
EIM nodal structure for polysensing -  The construction of friendly worker bees -  as a benevolent blanket drone forming the arch dress - to protect against 
nanotechnological intrusion  
Recombinant Modular Code (new approaches to self-generated programming) 
Collapsing texts — resurrecting love - the fruit of desire 
Mapping texts, embracing trees and rhizomes and recursions  
Comparing texts is a virgin science 
Colliding texts — the new enfolding - a neomachinic metaphor  
Chance within ranges — better than no chance - Clearer than refraction in water and in mind 
Biomimetics — robocryptics 
Bio-abstraction — replacing the body one organ at a time - death-reality inversion? 
Where the living connects with the nonliving - in the brain 
Neologisms — paleontologies inverted - an archeology of bodily media - a variant on variantology - aren't we all just cyborgs? 
Open Order Cybernetics — Closed Order Monasteries - the new robotic order - Björk's order - All is full of love 
Folds and Bridges — origami and tearings apart - synthetic furies mitigated  
Removals and reifications - the workings of miracles 
Using one thing for an intention that was not considered in its design - Huxleyan evolutionary ritualization reproduced artificially 
Opening actual windows with computers - in the footsteps of Einstein's imaginary jump 
Puns and wordplay as long as it is the language of secret compliments 
Humor and sadness in Leonardo's smile  
Meta-bisociation and down-to-earth breakfast - right now? 
The new linguistics of media elements and processes - unveiled 
Generative Systems emulating Emulating 
Emergence and immersions - emergent apps and orangutans' intelligence 
Emergent Intention Matrix - nodal structure for polysensing and group self-reflection - overcoming the double bind  
Recombinant Modular Code - new approaches to Object-based construction 
As long as it is sober 
As long as it is wide 
As long as it is benevolent - this loop in which you are… 
 
 

 


